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pp: 
God Given  = (n)pQCD 

AA: 
‘Hot Matter’ 

modifications (“RAA”) 

pA: 
CNM modifications 



                .. and then came the 'Ridges' 
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 pPb 5 TeV 

pp 7 TeV 

 with ALL the bells and whistles of elliptic flow (pp, pPb, dAu) 
 collective (v2{4}=v2{6}=v2{n}), v2, v3, right amplitude, f(b, m, pT),  

 other nontrivial similarities in e+e-, pp, pA, AA  
 (quasi)thermal particle ratios, flow-like pt spectra, growing HBT radii 
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 Challenge: measure (expt) & understand (theory) 
 emergence of dense collective matter properties in small systems 

 Opportunity: (literally) adds new dimension (size) 
 study not only density f(dN/dy, T, √s), but also size f(r) 
 both ideal liquid flow & energy loss consequence of dense sQGP 
 pA: large flow (v2), no jet quenching (RpA=1)??? 
    => not only density, also size matters ! 
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 (quasi)thermal particle ratios, flow-like pt spectra, growing HBT radii 
 
 
 
 

 Challenge: measure (expt) & understand (theory) 
 emergence of dense collective matter properties in small systems 

 Opportunity: (literally) adds new dimension (size) 
 study not only density f(dN/dy, T, √s), but also size f(r) 
 both ideal liquid flow & energy loss consequence of dense sQGP 
 pA: large flow (v2), no jet quenching (RpA=1)??? 
    => not only density, also size matters ! 
 smaller systems => finite size/lifetime effects 

 see the dynamics at work, rather then (equilibrated) thermodynamics 
 Hyperons in pA: sequential strangeness saturation (Λ, Ξ, Ω)???  
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Completely new frontier for hot/dense matter QCD 
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.. towards a new Paradigm ?? 
  How to respond to these latest revelations  ? 
 Coherent  new set of measurements & theoretical interpretation   
 vary not only density (dN/dy, √s), but also geometry (r, different AB collisions, incl. pp !!) 
 small systems (incl. pp) are an integral part of the dense matter (QGP) physics 
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RHIC vital & absolutely unique  (QCD machine) 
to explore this new science opportunities    

 dAu, 3HeAu, pA (A=12C, … 197Au ??), pp (high dN/dy) 
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Common and coherent experimental & theoretical approach to   
 soft QCD  

from MB pp/e+e-  to central AA, with pA the bridge in between 
 

maybe solve a few longstanding mysteries along the way.. 
definitely adds plenty of productive & exciting exp + theo work to our field # 
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Common and coherent experimental & theoretical approach to   
 soft QCD  

from MB pp/e+e-  to central AA, with pA the bridge in between 
 

maybe solve a few longstanding mysteries along the way.. 
definitely adds plenty of productive & exciting exp + theo work to our field # 

(#)  ceterum censeo:  
We should presumably also change the name of 
our field from 'Heavy Ion' collisions to … 
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